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In fact, the field of phraseology is remarkably little known outside of northern Europe.
Koenraad Kuiper

In comparison with other branches of linguistics with many centuries of development phraseology can be considered a young child though rather intelligent and shrewd. Its domain is constituted by picturesque and vivid elements termed phraseological units (PUs), which are characterized by a certain transference of meaning.

The term “phraseology” was introduced by a prominent Swiss scholar of French origin Charles Bally at the beginning of the twentieth century. The first to raise the question of phraseology as a linguistic subject was Professor Ye. D. Polivanov, a well-known Russian scientist (Polivanov 1931). Academician V. V. Vinogradov was the first to work out the classification of Russian phraseological units, which gave rise to extensive investigation of phraseology in other languages (Vinogradov 1974).

Since that time much has been done in the field of phraseology. The sole scholarly society for the furtherance of research in phraseology, the European Society of Phraseology “Europhras” was founded at the end of the twentieth century to coordinate the investigations of scientists from different countries and even continents. Each year international conferences are held which are devoted to the problems of phraseology. These are organized by members of “Europhras” in different European countries.

This book is based on the best presentations of the international conference “Phraseology in Multilingual Society” organized in partnership with “Europhras” and held at Kazan Federal University, Russia, in August 2013.

The main goal of the book is to give a rich understanding of phraseology and to present the work of scholars from different countries investigating phraseological units in many languages. That is why different aspects of phraseological research are presented in the book: semantic, pragmatic, comparative, etc.

The first part of the book is devoted to the description of the role of the Kazan School of Phraseology and the contribution of the well-known Polish-Russian scientist, the founder of the Kazan School of Linguists Jan
CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

COMPUTATIONAL CORPUS OF TATAR PROVERBS AND SAYINGS: ELECTRONIC DATABASE OF PAREMIAS

KAMIL GALIULLIN¹, ELENA GOROBETS², GUZEL KARIMULLINA³ AND REZEDA KARIMULLINA⁴

1. Introduction

Linguists and programmers of Kazan Federal University realized the project Computational Corpus of Tatar and have created the cumulative computer database of Tatar proverbs and sayings as a part of this corpus.

Tatar paremiography at the present stage has a great number of various collections of proverbs and sayings (mono- and polythematic, alphabetical, mono- and multilingual, explanatory and demonstrating, etc.). All this variety offers an opportunity to get acquainted with the most extensive, fundamental and informative references:

1) the three-volume collection of Tatar folk proverbs by Naki Isanbet (Islambät 2010), its re-edition includes more than 38 thousand proverbs, excluding variants; the first edition was published in 1959-1967;

2) the twelve-volume collection of Tatar folklore (Tatar khalyk jíata 1987), its volume “Proverbs and sayings” contains more than 17 thousand of these units.

According to the results of our investigation, nowadays it is incredibly necessary to provide an entire registration and description of materials which are presented in overword units of different types (phraseological units, paremias, eponyms and so on); besides, it is obligatory to include all linguistic levels into this analysis, and cumulative electronic databases are able to solve these problems successfully and effectively.

Paremias in most cases present unique mini-texts and contain important material for different spheres of the humanities, especially for source study in linguistics and for didactical linguistics. Sometimes paremias are used and analyzed in linguistic studies; they are able to illustrate some examples in textbooks and manuals. Nevertheless our analysis shows that a lot of important materials of Tatar paremias are not involved in scientific processes.

Paremias are the important source of linguography – an interdisciplinary sphere of linguistics, theory and practice of creating language references and dictionaries (see Kompyuternaya lingvogrfia 1995); the parts of linguography are lexicography, phraseography, morphemography, paremiography and so on). In linguographic activities paremias are often used as rather short and demonstrative examples of word usage; thus, the entries of a two-volume Tatar-Russian dictionary represent 1547 proverbs and 895 sayings (Tatarcha-ruscha sütke 2007 (TRS)). But paremic material is not always used to the full extent; compare the above-mentioned Tatar-Russian dictionary (TRS) and an explanatory dictionary published in 2005 (Tatar 2005 (TTAS)) by the parameter of proverb quantity: proverbs with initial “A” – 118 (TRS)/47 in (TTAS); “B” – 190/22; “M” – 71/13; “T” – 391/217; “X” – 23/2; “IO” – 37/2; “Я” – 16/6.

Didactical linguistics provides a possibility of applying paremias for solving various problems; particularly, proverbs and sayings are used as high-grade cognitive material helping to analyze and characterize different language phenomena and units with all their functional features; nevertheless, according to the results of special research, important paremic material is poorly included into the majority of training books. It can in no small way be explained by the difficulties of access to this information (we mean either quantitative or qualitative parameters).

The electronic corpus made it possible to work out the series of linguographic sources describing the language of Tatar paremias (Galiullin, Karimullina and Karimullina 2009). They include concordance, inverse and frequency indexes of words and word forms.

¹ Kazan Federal University, Russia. galiullin.kamil@mail.ru.
² Kazan Federal University, Russia. elena_gorobets@mail.ru.
³ Kazan Federal University, Russia. guzelika@list.ru.
⁴ Kazan Federal University, Russia. re_ka@mail.ru.
2. Main Part

2.1. Electronic Corpus of Tatar Paremias: Information Potential

The electronic corpus of Tatar proverbs and sayings is formed on the basis of the collections described above; in addition, it includes paremic materials presented in different dictionaries of Tatar: the defining dictionary (Tatar telenen anlatmaly sülzele 2005), the Tatar-Russian dictionary (Tartarcha-ruscha sülzle 2007), etc. The merits of traditional paremic collections are supplemented with plenty of advantages given by the opportunity to realize the project with the help of modern technologies.

The fund contains proverbs and sayings followed by a paremiographic description which consists of the following information zones:

a) the exact address of a selected unit with the indication of its source and its concrete place in this source;

b) the thematic group or subgroup of the selected paremia;

c) the variants of the paremia (including choices connected with different optional paremic components);

d) the concrete type of selected paremic unit (a proverb or a saying), etc.

This information essentially enlarges the options of a data search. A user can set the volume and the type of required material if he defines as a search array a) one source b) all sources, or c) some sources selected by any characteristic or by a group of them (for example, only training references or only bilingual dictionaries).

Precise addressing simplifies the work with corpus sources: a user receives the possibility to get quick access to them in order to choose the required supplementary data (for instance, to get acquainted with plenty of comments in Naki Isanbet’s three-volume collection (İşnbat 2010). The information about thematic groups of paremias extends the search by contents with the help of a selection possibility given to users if they make a query in thematic groups or subgroups. For instance, if a user chooses the 3.1.1.5.4 index processing the data from Naki Isanbet’s collection, he can define the thematic group “Bäýärämör” (Holidays) as a search array.

The subcorpus of words and word forms fixed in Tatar proverbs and sayings raises the information potential of an electronic database.

Traditional (paper) collections of paremias more often realize an alphabetical entry only by the initial word form or only by a keyword included into a paremic unit. An electronic collection allows the organization of search by all words and word forms included in proverbs and sayings, and by the components of these words and word forms as well (ex. search by morpheme).

A concrete word or word form can be used as a search image. For instance, user will get Ятаган чыкса яу бүлөр [6613 – here and further square brackets are used for the numbers of paremias in (Tatar khalyk iýat 1987)] if he makes a query <ятаган>.

Searching different forms of any word users can effectively apply a sign * – in a search query it means any sign, any quantity of signs and also the situation of sign absence. For example, the program will process the query <бармахты>* and give the results Бармахты бармахты дин, Бармахты бармахты [7776] and Бармахты бармахты дин, Бармахты бармахты [7721]. Consequently, the sign * with the invariant part of a word helps to provide more efficient an effective search. Let us analyze the difference: <атанана> query gives 12 results with the word form ата-ана (ex. Ата-ана бик күчүү батырмас (14395)), <атанана>* query gives these 12 results and 25 more: ата-ананы, ата-анана, ата-ананы, атанааны, ата-ананы, ата-ананы, ата-ананы, ата-ананы, ата-ананы, ата-ананы, ата-ананы, ата-ананы, ата-ананы (ex. Чатан атка дага кадерле, ата-ананы ата бик кадерле (14450)).

The advantages of this search help to find different derivatives as well: чымкы “a pot” and чымкү “a potter”, кыю “brave” and кыюллык “bravery” and so on.

The sign * placed into the beginning of a queried component allows for a list of words or word forms which include an askable component not only in preposition but also in postposition and in the middle of a word. In English and in Russian these types of query are actual either for compounds or for derivatives with different prefixes, but in Tatar these queries are aimed mainly at compounds (two- and multirooted derivatives) because of the practically full absence of derivatives with prefixes. For instance, <*ямын> query will give as a result either various forms of the word ямын (ямын, яманны etc.) or derivatives of this base morpheme – it is necessary to mention that this base morpheme can take not only the first position (яманыла, яманнылк, яманнылык и др.) but other positions as well (яманы-ямын, яманы-яманнын – Был күмес чымкү кыык, атпыны мания-яманнылык бирмесen (6758)).

Queries by sample permit the organization of the search of information about letters (and – through them – sometimes about sounds), syllables, morphemes, words – in one word, to realize different types of linguographic description: graphemographic (phonemographic), syllabographic, morphemographic, lexicographic; for example, the
subcorpus of lemmas gives the possibility of receiving as a result of \(<*a^*\rangle\), \(<*w^*\rangle\) queries precise information about the usage of these letters in correspondent positions in different words. Queries \(<*c^w*\rangle\) / \(<*c^w^*\rangle\) will select the words with these components from the database of proverbs and sayings.

The quality of search queries and the quality of their processing gets better if we include information about various alternations (ex. Ñ/ñ, ý/ý, etc.: китап – китапы, азык – азылы), different affixes dependent on the type of base morpheme (ex. -da/-dә/-ma/-mә, etc.).

Queries by sample can be supplemented with queries by the quantity of letters, symbols, syllables, and by frequency as well due to the electronic format of a database. Supplementary queries can even be processed separately (see below, paragraph 2.2.).

The computational version of a reference fund enables the possibility for widening the set of requested characteristics; for instance, we plan to include the information about parts of speech and also about usage labels connected with lexical units.

Corpus contains a reference subcorpus with materials providing the semantization of words with limited usage (archaism, historism, dialecticisms, professionalism, etc.). To provide the desired information in our subcorpus we use the data of different sources: explanatory dictionaries, dialect dictionaries, encyclopedic dictionaries, dictionaries of foreign words, etc.; see some samples of data in subcorpus (they are placed after ▲ sign).

Алгачы тату бүлсә, ат күт бүләр; абсын тату бүлсә, аш күт бүләр [14543] ▲ Абсын "Килендәләр". (Татар теленә зүр диалектологик сүзләгә 2009, 14)

Алат барда күрт бар [6335] ▲ Алат "Корал, эч коралы, инструмент, прибор". (Тимергалын 2007, 22)

Кулахызыы кылса керкән кылдын язар [6921] ▲ Кулахызы "Юл-үткел күренешчә, көләм, рәйбәр, гид"; бор. (Тимергалын 2007, 265)

In perspective we plan to place some components of the cumulative computer database of Tatar paremias on the Internet: http://www.klf.kpfu.ru – the portal of Kazan Federal University, in the section "Kazan linguographic fund".

Scientists have analyzed the development of lexicography and the information potential of language references and defined main tendencies. They show that the most efficient form of a dictionary is its Internet version. Here is a list of its advantages:

1) widely available; the development of computer technologies influences the development of Internet technologies, and it is a considerably new information revolution, the result of which is the global generalization of language references;
2) convenient exploitation;
3) multiple choice of entries, the possibility of a search by different parameters;
4) a dictionary can be supported in actual status, it can be constantly developed and improved; textual parts of a dictionary are corrected operatively, all desired supplements are included if necessary, etc.;
5) the restrictions on the volume of material in a dictionary are removed;
6) it is easy to connect with similar web references and to enlarge linguographic Internet databases with the help of other web sites.

Some of these advantages provided by the electronic form of a dictionary are simultaneously the attributes of other (non-web) language references, for instance, of CD-dictionaries and vocabularies, and some parameters (for example, the first and the sixth) describe only Internet dictionaries.

At the present time the network versions of basic Tatar dictionaries are placed on the Internet in parallel; our next step is to supplement the database with hyperlinks to corresponding Internet dictionaries. It will give an opportunity to create a reference complex connected with the resources of different sites and to fundamentally strengthen the information potential of the corpus.

The analysis shows the rapid "Internetization" of practical lexicography and proves the perspectiveness and high level of self-descriptiveness in the sphere of Internet dictionaries.

2.2. Electronic Corpus of Tatar Paremias: Quantitative Data

The most important advantage of the electronic corpus is the ability to receive various quantitative data connected with different features of the corpus units (paremias, words, word forms, syllables, letters, etc.).

Quantitative information offers the field for qualitative characteristics of language (speech, text) facts, it is especially desired in comparative analysis (Bektaev 1978; Galiullin and Karimullina 2010; Piotrovskiy, Bektaev and Piotrovskaya 1977; Quantitative Linguistik
2005; Tēšitelová 1992; Tuldava 1987, etc.); see the list of reference in (Quantitative Linguistik 2005).

Let us consider some quantitative materials which are the result of the processing and description of proverbs and sayings included in the twelve-volume collection of Tatar folklore (Tatar khalyk ijat 1987). Also it would be useful to compare these results with data from other Tatar texts, particularly with prosaic (Rizanova 2000) and poetic (Galiullin and Karimidilina 2006; 2009; 2010; Galiullin, Karimidilina and Mingazova 2006).

2.2.1. Proverbs and Sayings

The quantity of proverbs and sayings \( N_p \) is 17089. Their cumulative volume:

- in word usages, text words \( N_{Tw} \) = 95405;
- in syllables \( N_s \) = 212714;
- in letters \( N_l \) = 494676.

The volume of paremia in text words - 2-29 words.
The average length of paremia in words \( N_{Tw}/N_p \) - nearly 6 words (5.58).
The longest paremias (according to the quantity of words):
- 29 words – Атапын бер языл аякт аякт була – йоо сүүм, өн аякт ак була – йоо аякт аякт сүүм, ол аякт ак була – йоо аякт аякт була – йоо була аякт сүүм [2571];
- 25 words – Атадан уз туса – аякт, аякт кунса аякт – кунса аякт аякт – кунса аякт аякт аякт [5397];
- 24 words – Кунсана аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт аякт [14357];
- 24 words – Кылып кылып [14014];
- 14 words – Кылып кылып [8012];
- 13 words – Кылып кылып [6181].

Volume of paremia in syllables – 3-57 syllables.
The average length of paremia in syllables \( N_s/N_p \) = 12.45.
The longest paremias (according to the quantity of syllables):
- 57 syllables – Атадан уз туса [14357];
- 56 syllables – Атадан уз туса [14014];
- 47 syllables – Кылып кылып [8012];
- 43 syllables – Кылып кылып [6181].

The average frequency of a word form in proverbs and sayings \( N_{Tw}/N_p \) is 4.99. This index is higher than in poetry (4.05), prose (4.17/4.26) and newspaper texts (4.05/4.42) (Rizanova 2000, 38). It could be in no small way explained by the fact that proverbs and sayings contain the higher percentage of words in common use.
More than half of word forms (10397) in analyzed paremias have an
index of frequency equal to 1.

2.2.3. Letters

Analyzed proverbs and sayings contain 494676 letters. The frequency
of letters is in the range from 2 (и) to 60624 (а). This base does not
contain letters ы and у.
The frequency list of letters is in Table 25-1.

Table 25-1. Frequency list of letters
# 1. Range of a letter in # 2.
# 3. Absolute frequency.
# 4. Relative frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
<th>#4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>А</td>
<td>60624</td>
<td>12.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>К</td>
<td>34545</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ь</td>
<td>33806</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Н</td>
<td>33723</td>
<td>6.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Е</td>
<td>32603</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>О</td>
<td>27994</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Р</td>
<td>27962</td>
<td>5.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Л</td>
<td>27368</td>
<td>5.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Т</td>
<td>24856</td>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Б</td>
<td>17754</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>С</td>
<td>17635</td>
<td>3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Г</td>
<td>15126</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>М</td>
<td>15094</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>И</td>
<td>14051</td>
<td>2.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>У</td>
<td>13352</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Д</td>
<td>10865</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Ш</td>
<td>10232</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Н</td>
<td>8822</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Ы</td>
<td>8669</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Ю</td>
<td>8274</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>494676</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paremias contain words of various length (the quantity of letters) –
from 1 to 18. Table 25-2 reflects the usage frequency of words containing
definite quantity of letters.

Table 25-2. Usage frequency of words containing definite quantity of
letters
# 1. Quantity of letters
# 2. Quantity of text words with the indicated quantity of letters
# 3. Relative frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7637</td>
<td>8.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12337</td>
<td>12.931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15449</td>
<td>16.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22276</td>
<td>23.349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15311</td>
<td>16.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10068</td>
<td>10.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7269</td>
<td>7.619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2748</td>
<td>2.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1433</td>
<td>1.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>0.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average length of a text word in proverbs and sayings (N/N TW) is
5.19 letters. This index is closer to the statistic data of poetic texts – 5.30
(Galiiullin and Karimullina 2010, 38)/5.34 (Galiiullin and Karimullina
2006, 60)/5.47 (Rizvanova 2000, 49) than to the data of prosaic (5.64) and
newspaper (6.23) (Rizvanova 2000, 49) texts.

2.2.4. Syllables

Examined proverbs and sayings contain 212714 syllables.
Paremias include words with different syllabic length – from 1 to 8.
Table 6-3 shows the usage frequency of words with different quantities
of syllables.

---

5 The letter ы in most cases (2121) indicates a correspondent vowel, and only in the
word тақирып does it reflect a specific consonant vowel (paremia тақирып суз-янғырыңыз күүрү [16102]).

6 Single-letter words: a, ә (8), и (7), ы, я (25).

7 Multiple-letter words: 18 letters-тиркемдем-пешмодем (2); 17 letters-
эрламең-сүкүзлүү; 16 letters-реккемөлүүлүү, баккакур-баккакур,
заманныданалары, ӱрөмөң-күрөмөң, ӱрөмөң-төрөмөң; 15 letters-
баладирларыр, бишкек-бүктере, бүлүр-булымсыз, өлүрүнүн
йерси, йерси-жыркен (2), саламатлыген, бышыхысылык.
Table 25.3. Usage frequency of words with different quantity of syllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>6</th>
<th>17.585</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>6.9</th>
<th>0.072</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>1.4</th>
<th>0.001</th>
<th>95405</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>16777</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>46760</td>
<td>49.012</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25771</td>
<td>26.955</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5573</td>
<td>5.842</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average length of a text word in proverbs and sayings (NC/Nr) is 2.23 syllables. This index (like the letter index above) is closer to statistic data of poetic texts – 2.17 (Galiullin and Karimullina 2010, 38)/2.24 (Galiullin and Karimullina 2006, 62)/2.27 (Rizvanova 2000, 54) than to the data of prosaic (2.41) and newspaper (2.81) (Rizvanova 2000, 54) texts. The words are comparatively shorter in paremias than the average. It is determined by the fact that lexical units of everyday language predominate here and they are characterized by high frequency – these units are usually rather short.

Other quantitative data characterizing the linguistic features of paremias will be presented in our special statistic appendix to the computational corpus of Tatar proverbs and sayings.

3. Conclusions

The electronic interface of the database containing Tatar paremias allows the realization of different types of linguographic description: paremiographic, lexicographic, morphemeographic, and, besides, graphemeographic (it presents the information connected with the usage of definite letters according to their position in a word) and syllabographic (it presents the information connected with the usage of definite syllables in a word). The e-database widens the performance capacity of search and scientific processes connected with the materials of Tatar proverbs and sayings.


Our research shows the value of quantitative data, because it allows the defining of the typicality and occurrence of any feature in the paremic array, to describe the correlation of significant characteristics with other features or to fix the absence of this correlation.

All this information is very important to the comparative analysis of results which received two or more subsets if they reflect inclusions, crossings, and exceptions. These conditions can possibly reveal general and distinctive features of the subsets.

According to the results of our analysis, the cumulative electronic corpus of Tatar will play a considerable role in the optimization of access to the rich and important data of proverbs and sayings. It will be a contribution to a multifold description of paremias. The corpus will help put the received materials into linguistic and didactic use, to process them and to get the desired data in order to use it in different spheres.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

CROSS-LINGUISTIC EQUIVALENCE OF IDIOMS:
CORPUS VS. DICTIONARY

IRINA PARINA

1

1. Introduction

The present investigation deals with the cross-linguistic equivalence of phrasemes and, specifically, idioms. This issue is important for translation, foreign language teaching and phraseography, and has come into focus once again with the advance of corpus-based dictionaries. Corpora are generally seen as a source of evidence about lexical items of any kind, which is objective and thus more reliable than the intuition of a lexicographer (cf. Lubensky and McShane 2007, 919; Moon 1998, 44). Examples of phraseme usage taken from corpora are considered to be advantageous for a phraseological dictionary, especially when they are provided with a translation into the target language (see for example Dobrovolskij 2013, also this volume, on a New German-Russian Dictionary of Idioms). However, it is sometimes the case that an idiom in an authentic context cannot be translated with its traditionally accepted equivalent.

Equivalence in translation is claimed to be different from equivalence in the language system, because the former means the relationship between an idiom and its translation variant in a particular text while the latter considers the relationship between L1 and L2 idioms on the systemic level (Dobrovolskij 2013; Korhonen 2007, 575). But there seems to be no strict separation between these two aspects, as the features of a L2-idiom which make it impossible to use it as an equivalent for a L1-idiom in a particular context can sometimes turn out to be relevant from the phraseographical point of view.
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